Introduction
In South Africa, gold mining is proceeding to ever-greater depths, and also being conducted to remove remnants, both of which involve higher seismic risks. The more in situ stress data is available, the better the seismic hazards can be assessed with the aid of stress modelling software. However, as reported by Gay (1975), or more recently by Wesseloo and Stacey (2006), very little data has been published for each gold mining district in South Africa, although there is more unpublished data. In the data, there is significant scatter in the k-ratios, which does not easily constrain the stress field in the areas of concern. If regular geological drilling equipment can be adapted for overcoring, this would create more opportunities to obtain in situ stress data.

One of the popular methods of in situ stress measurement in South Africa is the CSIRO HI technique (suggested by ISRM; Kim and Franklin, 1987), a version of the South African CSIR triaxial strain cell method initially proposed by Leeman and Hayes (1966). However, as Stacy and Wesseloo (2002) point out, it requires:
(a) high-quality diamond core drilling
(b) associated equipment, facilities, and devices, often using larger diameter bits, and a special device for centring of the pilot hole
(c) good quality of rock (intact overcores at least 300 mm long)
(d) laboratory testing for elastic properties.
The above can cause higher costs and result in fewer measurements.

Here we introduce an overcoring technique in BX holes (60 mm diameter). As will be detailed, we successfully carried out test work in a South African gold mine that solved the first three problems listed above.

Synopsis
Information on rock stress is important for safe mining in seismically active ground. On a major gold mine, a few tens of crews are continuously conducting geological drilling with small pneumatic machines. However, stress measurements are not often carried out in South African deep-level gold mines. One of the reasons is the drilling diameter that overcoring requires, which is much larger than the diameters used in regular geological drilling, e.g. Boart Longyear Metre Eater, which drills AQ or BQ holes. Larger diameter holes result in slower drilling advance, more load in transportation and handling at sites, and higher cost.

In order to enable overcoring in BX size (60 mm diameter), we modified the compact conical-ended borehole overcoring (CCBO) technique that has been suggested by International Society for Rock Mechanics (ISRM) and was originally designed for NX drilling (76 mm diameter). With a single overcoring, the 3-D stress tensor can be determined. We tested this modified method at a depth of about 3 km at Moab Khotson mine in South Africa. We worked with drilling crew who usually work at geological drilling with the Metre Eater. In January 2011, we tried using regular geological drilling tools (a sequence of a normal BX bit, reamer, and rod) without success. In August and September 2011, introducing stabilizers and thin BX bits, we succeeded. We could complete a cycle of procedures necessary for an overcoring, including shaping the borehole-end conically, gluing a 16-element strain cell, and overcoring, within 2.5 hours. Only 10 cm overcoring is needed, which increases the chance of successful overcoring in heavily fractured conditions. This modified method is suitable for up-dip holes to depths of 10-15 m from tunnels, and has the potential to be widely used at the initial stage of geological exploration drilling at many localities.
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Compact conical-ended borehole overcoring technique (CCBO) and its implementation in Japan

The CCBO technique was first proposed by Kobayashi et al. (1987), who placed 12 strain gauges in a 56 mm diameter holes by overcoring. Sakaguchi et al. (1992) attempted to improve the accuracy of the technique, proposing a cell with 16 or 24 strain gauges. The method was then suggested by ISRM (Sugawara and Obara, 1999). As illustrated in Figure 1 and shown in Figure 2, the technique is designed for NX (76 mm diameter) overcoring of strain gauges glued on a conically shaped borehole end. With a single overcoring of 16 or 24 strain gauges, a 3-D stress tensor can be determined. In sub-horizontal holes, two men can carry out CCBO in good working conditions. If the workable hours are long enough, three or four overcorings can be carried out in a single shift in Japanese mines.

Figure 3 schematically illustrates an example case at a mine and the stress measurement results (Aoki and Kato, 2006). At the mine, pilot drillings followed by ten overcorings as well as hydrofracturing tests were carried out within two weeks. It was demonstrated that CCBO is a straightforward way to obtain stress data, particularly if the mining configuration is too complex to model stress. In another mine, the technology was transferred to a geologist, who has carried out tens of overcorings at eleven sites. At each site a few overcoring were completed in three days. The geologist assembled strain cells himself, which reduced the cost significantly.

An application at a South African gold mine

Typical South African geological pneumatic drilling

In the larger gold mines in South Africa with thousands of employees, tens of crews are continually conducting exploration drilling. A small pneumatic drilling machine (Figure 4) is the most commonly used for AX or BX geological exploration drilling from a small cubbies underground, often located in the footwall drives of thin tabular reefs. The drilling operation is very simple: the rotation speed, generally much faster than those for the drilling machines shown in Figure 1, is driven by compressed air and adjusted by a lever, but only three advance rates can
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We prepared the tools for overcoring in up-dip holes 10–20 m long. After conically shaping the borehole end, we carefully cleaned the end-surface and checked if it was dry. We applied cyanoacrylate instant gel adhesive (e.g. Loctite® Super Glue Gel) to the strain cell and held the cell onto the end for about 10 minutes. We needed only 10 cm overcoring, which significantly increases a chance of successful overcoring in the rock mass in poor condition.

At the Moab Khotsong gold mine, South Africa, we had an opportunity to try a BX CCBO technique. In the first attempt in January 2011, we used a standard drilling system – i.e. BX rod, BX reamer, and BX standard bit (Figure 5, right). There was no dog-earing, core-discing, or bad ground in the pilot hole. However, overcoring could not be conducted although we attempted three times. That was because rotation rate was not controlled to sufficiently suppress the vibration of the rods or the bit; the hole was not drilled straight enough for overcoring, and therefore the strain cell easily became detached when the bit passed the cell.

To address the problem, in August 2010, we introduced a thinner BX drilling bit (Figure 5 left) to decrease a chance that the bit could contact the cell and a drilling sequence with stabilizers (Figure 6) to suppress the vibration of rods and to obtain a straighter hole.

Figure 4—Boart Longyear Metre Eater. A pneumatic AG/BG drilling machine (http://boartlongyear.virtual.vps-host.net:8080/web/guest/99)

Figure 5—A thin (left) and standard (right) BX drilling bit (60 mm diameter)

Figure 6—A schematic diagram illustrating a drilling sequence with stabilizers. Upper: the pilot drilling sequence, lower: the sequence for conically shaping the borehole end
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The procedures from 2 to 5 in Figure 1 were successfully completed within 2.5 hours on 6 and 7 September. At the Moab Khotson gold mine, using the shift boss cage, work at the site was limited to only 3 hours because of the distant access (main shaft, sub-shaft, carriage). However, we could complete a cycle of overcoring within a single shift.

CCBO stress measurement at Moab Khotson gold mine

Results of stress measurement by the BX CCBO technique

We chose a measurement site on 98 level 103 line (at a depth of about 3 km from surface), where there was little mining activity, for our trial in August and September 2011. The site was also situated in the middle of the Japanese dense array of AE sensors, sensitive strain meters, tilt meters, and fault-transmitted wave monitoring system (e.g. Ogasawara et al., 2009 and Durrheim et al., 2012) as well as mine’s accelerometers array to monitor the instability of the De Hoek fault, which is situated several tens of metres below the reef.

Our CCBO procedure requires a dry up-hole. In order to assess the risk of dog-earing, we input the stress parameters of Hofmann and Scheepers (2010) into the Moab Khotsong model in Map3d, a boundary-element stress modelling software package (Wiles, 2012). Their stress parameters were constrained, compared with moment tensor inversion of M3 and M4 seismic events (Hofmann and Scheepers, 2010) and dog-earing (Lachenicht, 2000) at the Great Noligwa mine, contiguous with the Moab Khotson gold mine. A hole with minimum risk of dog-earing was thus obtained, as shown in Figure 7. With the modelled stress, we also checked out that the risk of core discing was minimal, based on the criteria proposed by Matsuki et al. (2004).

A 13 m long pilot hole was drilled. Scoping the hole with a borehole camera confirmed that, except for the initial several meters with slight dog-earing, the hole was in homogeneous quartzite in good condition, which was also confirmed by the drilled core. Figure 8 shows an example of strain change during the overcoring at a depth of 14 m. It can be seen that the strain was successfully relieved (Figure 8,
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left). The strain field (blue and red lines in Figure 8, right) calculated from the inverted stress agrees well with the strain relieved by overcoring (circles and squares in Figure 8, right). The regression was successful with acceptable confidence because

\[ F_0 = \frac{MSR}{MSE} = 6 \times 10^4 \gg F_{0.05, 6, 9} = 5.8 \]

where \( F_0 \): test statistics; MSR: mean square of regression; MSE: mean square of residual; \( F_{0.05, 6, 9} \): F-value for a probability of 1 per cent and the degrees of freedoms for our case. This suggests that the rock mass responded elastically.

Figure 9 shows the principal stresses in the two overcorings on 6 and 7 September 2011. Because of theft of the recording paper, the roll angle could not be measured on 6 September 2011. Therefore, the roll angle was searched so that the observed strain relief agreed with the strain field shown by the blue and red lines in Figure 8 (right). The stress field thus estimated agreed well in magnitudes and directions with those on 7 September 2011 (Figure 9). It is important to note that the measured maximum principal stress was not normal to the reef plane, whereas Hofmann and Scheepers (2010) assumed in their Map3D model that the maximum principal stress was normal to the reef plane.

Problems to address

Technical problems

Measured vertical stress was about 20 per cent smaller than the overburden stress if we assume a Young’s modulus of 70 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.20. Because of poor management of core by the drilling company, our core was mixed up with other cores, thus it was not possible to carry out a laboratory test. Additional drilling will provide cores for laboratory testing to check if the Young’s modulus is larger than 70 GPa.

As discussed in detail in Sakaguchi et al. (1992), the strain coefficients of the cell will be somewhat different from those published by Sugawara and Obara (1999), because the lengths of strain gauges are finite. However, Sakaguchi (personal communication) suggested to us that this factor cannot be large.

Drilling operators in South African gold mines are not well equipped with tools that handle rods or overcoring tools easily. The introduction of a small portable winch will enable overcoring to be carried out much more easily and with fewer personnel.

Operational problems

Currently, a Japanese expert must be present at overcoring sites, which doesn’t allow overcoring to be flexibly scheduled. Not all overcoring tools are available in South Africa. To enable regular implementation of the BX CCBO technique in South African gold mines, we have to spend time to establish a group consisting mainly of South African personnel, who can supervise overcoring and procure the necessary tools in South Africa.

Concluding remarks

In South African gold mines, many small drilling machines are used to drill holes with small diameters, but this equipment is not so often used for stress measurements. With the small machine, we were able to implement a BX CCBO stress measurement at a South African gold mine.

We found the BX CCBO technique needs only 10 cm of overcoring, fundamentally increasing the chance of successful overcoring in a rock mass in less than good condition. It was also confirmed that, using the shift boss cage, we could complete one overcoring and associated tasks within 2.5 hours – within one normal shift at the Moab Khotsong mine, where only 3 hours per shift can be worked at the site. In principle, therefore, if a small drilling machine, used in routine geological drilling, is already rigged at the site, we would be able to carry out multiple overcorings within a relatively short period of time.

Figure 9—Estimated principal stresses on lower hemisphere of a stereo net for the two overcorings on 6 and 7 September 2011, respectively. In 110906MK the roll angle of strain could not be measured because of the theft of recording paper. The roll angle was searched for relieved strain to be best fitted the theoretical strain field shown by the blue and red lines in Figure 8.
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The above results illustrate the advantage of the BX CCBO technique, which potentially enables more frequent stress measurements to contribute to safety in South African gold mines.
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